REGARDING 504 ACCOMMODATIONS AT WSU

WSD students who have 504 accommodations in WSD who desire to take a concurrent enrollment (CE) class will need to follow these guidelines:

- Ask the student's parent to call WSU's Services for Students with Disabilities at 801-626-6413.
- A WSU representative in that office will work with the parent to determine if a WSU Accommodation will be made.
- The parent may be asked to furnish documentation to WSU to facilitate their decision.
- While this is in progress, a WSD student may
  - Be admitted to WSU. However, if the student is denied the accommodation, the admission fee will not be refunded.
  - Be enrolled in the concurrent enrollment (CE) class. The CE Office at WSU will facilitate the student being withdrawn from the CE class should the accommodation request be denied.

REGARDING 504 ACCOMMODATIONS AT OTHER POST-SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Consult the post-secondary schools website, concurrent handbook and the Concurrent Enrollment Office at each school for specific information for their institution.